8 REASONS
TO INTEGRATE YOUR CRM & ACCOUNTS PACKAGE

Introduction

Accounting packages are designed to perform
accounting tasks, for example, creating
invoices and managing payments. CRM
software is designed to help you manage and
build your sales funnel.
Challenges arise because these activities do
not exist in silos. Tasks such as sending
invoices and taking payments can also be
sales-related and accounting packages simply
aren’t designed to handle this. This poses a
problem and creates log-jams between sales
& accounts, adds to the pile of administration,
and can cost your business both time and
money.
It’s typical that a company can quickly
become entangled with a complex application
landscape. When starting out, companies
usually first install accounting software that
they can use to manage their bookkeeping. In
the quest to acquire more customers,
companies then put in a standalone Customer
Relationship Management system (CRM).
These systems rarely talk to each other. Even
when integrations are used, they are very
basic integrations mainly based around the
contact database or single deal values.

This is a common practice across
organisations where companies do not fully
utilize the benefits of full system integrations.
As a consequence, various disjointed
applications are installed at different points in
time in various functional areas, resulting in
business process inefficiencies and software
integration challenges.
So what is the solution? The solution is CRM
Software that integrates with your accounting
platform. Leading accounting platforms for
SME’s include Xero or Quickbooks. On the
following pages we bring you five reasons you
should link your CRM and accounting
systems. In short, this white paper proves
how an accounting & CRM integration is the
best method to successfully:
-Improve customer service
-Cut administration by improving efficiency
-Generate more sales
-Improve cross-function communication
-Increase productivity
The conclusion also offers an example of how
this integration works in practice.
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1. One End-to-End Sales System
Imagine a world where there is no break in the sales system going from initial
lead/enquiry to end payment? With a view of the entire process in one central
system.

In general, companies manage sales pipeline in their CRM and then fall to
paper/Word and Excel files for contracts and sales fulfillment, and manage
invoices and payments in an accounting platform. It can be disjointed and can
often become chaotic or difficult to manage.

Most companies come to BriteBiz because they are looking for a way to
manage the entire sales process digitally, in one integrated environment, with
no break in the process from initial contact with the customer to final
payment. A world where invoice line items and payments can be managed in
either your CRM or accounting platform, each talking to each other in real
time.
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2. Efficiencies
Another main benefit of integrating both systems is that you have a single
central customer database in the company - a single source of truth.
Updating customer information across multiple systems duplicates work, is
slow, and there are other subtle costs such as the toil it takes on employee
morale. Reducing or even eliminating dual entry of data, saves time and
minimizes data entry errors by pushing data changes between your CRM and
accounting systems. The reduction in admin is drastic.

Take the case of a disconnected accounting and CRM environment. Each
time a business acquires a new customer, this information must be recorded
in two databases; any subsequent changes then need to be applied twice.
The inefficiencies and errors this cause are incredibly problematic.

Further efficiencies can be applied by driving your marketing department
database from your CRM, and syncing with leading industry solutions such as
Mailchimp.
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3. Better Communication

To illustrate the improved communication that can result from linking your
CRM and accounting platform, let’s imagine a company, ACME Ltd (this
imaginary company has a sales team of 15 people and hundreds of client
companies).

In ACME Ltd the sales rep sends a quote, commonly drawn-up in Microsoft
Word or Docusign, and then emails it to the client. The client says they’d like
to go ahead, so the sales rep forwards the quote to the accounts department
to raise an invoice. All communication by ACME Ltd is via e-mail rather than
through a CRM, meaning that the other 14 people on the team, plus the
Sales Director, have no live visual of the stage of the deal. A company
accountant then re-types the data into the accounting system to create an
invoice. Further problems are created if say the accountant then notices that
the sales rep used outdated pricing and the company must as a result decide
if they are going to honour this outdated pricing. The accountant, or the sales
rep issues the invoice to the client and depending on who is responsible for
credit control (sales department or accounts), the sales team may need to get
continual communications on the status of payment.
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4. Better Customer Experience

According to Apptus, less than 3 out of 10 businesses are able to turn around
a quote in 24 hours and almost half hang on to contracts for a week.
Momentum is lost, buyers get cold feet, or even worse go with a competitor’s
offering. In a digital world, your business needs online quotes and invoices
that can be sent instantly. This significantly cuts down the length of your
sales cycle.

Using an integrated CRM and Accounts platform, you can develop a deeper
knowledge of your customer’s needs, allowing you to respond to your
customer’s queries in a more timely and professional manner. It also helps
you increase recurring revenue and upselling/cross-selling opportunities by
keeping track of your customer’s history and preferences, automating emails
to clients based on prior purchase history.

This in turn helps you maintain a strong relationship with your customers by
showing that you care about them, customers are more than likely to do
business again with businesses that show interest in their needs and who
strive to provide the highest quality of service.
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5. Measuring Marketing ROI

Traditionally, when you acquire a new lead or enquiry, within a CRM you
mark the marketing lead source. However, because the CRM and accounting
platform are not linked, it is not possible to see the true ROI on each of these
marketing channels. Which channels return the highest ROI, which channels
provide the highest deal values, which channels provide the most repeat
customers or are the quickest paying customers? Integrating your CRM and
Accounting platform will allow you to do more in-depth analysis of which
marketing channels are providing the best ROI for the company.
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6. Payments

Having a CRM like BriteBiz that provides an integrated payments solution
means you can increase efficiency in your business processes: when your
team needs to take a payment, they can in their CRM. Within BriteBiz you
can take secure card payments over the phone, send your customers a link
to a secure web portal to make the payments online, view all payment history
associated with a customer, and see payment reports. These payments are
then updated live in your accounting package. Likewise, if payments are
processed through your bank/accounting platform, these are updated live in
BriteBiz.
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7. Deposit and Advance Payments

Many companies rely on deposit or advance payments as part of their
business process. This can be a tricky process when you rely only on a paper
contract/quote and an accounts platform. Integrating CRM and accounts with
a system like BriteBiz makes this process easy. Create a deal of, let’s say
$10,000, initially you can apply, let's say five separate payments of $1,000
each. During this time, you can update the contract or quote, change
quantities or add services. All these payments are considered as payments
on account and held on the company balance sheet until a final invoice is
raised, which can also be done in BriteBiz CRM.

Integrating a powerful CRM with an accounting platform provides an
incredibly streamlined and way of managing deposits and advance payments.
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8. Cheap & Easy

One of the biggest misconceptions is that integrating your CRM and
accounting system is a costly and complicated endeavour. Not the case at all,
especially if the integration is already built. BriteBiz’s Xero and Quickbooks
integration allows customers to raise invoices in BriteBiz and sync data
between the two systems. When an open integration is already built,
configuring these integrations is relatively simple and inexpensive. That said,
if pre-built integration is not available then your integration options do
become more costly.

Is it possible to calculate a return on investment (ROI) of CRM? Nucleus
research did and found that users generated a 560% return for investments in
a CRM, measured through its impact on increased sales and heightened
productivity of the sales team.
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Of course not every CRM implementation will generate such high returns. It is
important that a company researches all CRM applications thoroughly before
choosing the best application for their business. CRM applications differ
enormously in terms of their functionality. Many CRM manage only contact
database and sales pipeline. There are very few that manage the entire sales
lifecycle, to include quotes, contracts, invoicing and payments. If a CRM
software is installed with thought and foresight about what the business
wants to get out of the system, the chances of a higher ROI are all the
greater. The return on a CRM is also likely to be far greater when integrated
with your company’s accounting software.

Aside from the price of the subscription, with BriteBiz there aren’t any hidden
costs because the software is cloud-based, so users don’t have to worry
about pricey consultants, programmers, server maintenance, or other service
providers when installing the system.
.
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Conclusion

The speed, flexibility, and cost advantages of cloud computing are well understood, but companies will
never fully realize those advantages if their software, infrastructure, and platform service exist in
isolation from one another and from their legacy systems. CRM and accounting integration gives your
sales team the ability to own the accounting processes that they need to control, and ultimately improve
workflows between the two functions.

This white paper concludes with a brief example of how a BriteBiz integration with Xero or Quickbooks
accounting software can influence a typical sales process as outlined by the Acme Ltd example above.

Step 1

The sales rep creates the opportunity in BriteBiz and adds the products and
services. They can then PDF this as a quote to the client or create a Digital
Document for signature with PandaDoc.

Step 2

When the quote has been approved by the client, the sales rep can then create an
invoice within BriteBiz. The invoice then appears in the accounting system
automatically.

Step 3

The sales rep can then take payment either over the phone or send a link to a
secure web portal where the client can make the payments online. The client can
then download a receipt of the payment with a click of a button.

Step 4

Payment information is then automatically synced across to Xero. Likewise, if
payment is taken via the bank or other payment channel and reconciled in the
accounting platform, this is updated automatically in BriteBiz.

Step 5

If the client has not paid the invoice on time and the client rings up to place another
order the sales rep can see the client's overdue receivables from within BriteBiz and
is able to refuse the new sales request until the previous invoice has been paid.

As outlined, the CRM and accounting integration helps you cut costs and improve the way you manage
and communicate with your prospects, customers, and other business contacts to improve loyalty and
generate more sales.
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BRITEBIZ
POWERFUL CRM, SALES MANAGEMENT &
PAYMENT PROCESSING

About BriteBiz
BriteBiz is the best CRM for SMEs. BriteBiz helps you pull all leads,
client communications, quotes, contracts, invoices, sales deliverables,
and payments, into one central platform with a rich, responsive interface
that users love. Using quick and easy integrations with your favourite
tools, we bring your various systems together, cutting admin from days
to minutes.
If you are fed up with a CRM that has limited functionality, or tired of
using a clunky Salesforce/Zoho/Dynamics system not suited to your
business, or simply looking for a way to turbocharge your business
processes and grow, get in touch with us at info@britebiz.com
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